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Thank you for choosing to work with Arqi-Lab. This is a drawing guide 
intended for basic 2D CNC cut files. The purpose of this guide is help 
clients submit an organised and clear to understand drawing for us to 
use to produce the parts they require. It helps by firstly speeding up 
the setup process and reducing the work we have to do on the 
drawing (reducing chargeable costs to our clients). Secondly it avoids 
misunderstandings and helps ensure we cut the correct number of 
components in the correct way. 

Disclaimer
It is important to note that this guide is provided free of charge and its use is at the 
discretion of the user, we do not accept responsibility for loss of time, earnings or 
capital because of it use. It is up to our clients to verify that drawings are submitted 
correctly. Please bare in mind we do not have an understanding of your project the way 
you do. We will send to be cut exactly what is provided to us in the drawing. Arqi-Lab 
is not responsible for mistakes in the design and layout of the project drawings we are 
provided with so please verify prior to submission to avoid problems. If in doubt, please 
feel free get in contact and ask.

From Arqi-Lab. To All.
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Arqi-Lab is a CNC design workshop and cutting service based in Hampshire, UK. We are 
graduates of Architecture and completed our studies at The University of East London in 

2013.

Our primary function is exploring the uses of CNC technology and also how to integrate it 
into modern design practices. We offer various CNC cutting services, fabrication and model 
making to design studios as well as the construction industry. We also design and fabricate 

bespoke and unique products.

Our work continually explores the realms of Architecture, Interior Design and Furniture mak-
ing. Every concept we design and create draws elements from things such as our culture, 

our travels, and our studies and research. 

The results therefore are truly inspiring products, innovative techniques and a service to our 
clients which is second to none.
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CNC software reads Vector lines and therefore require 
drawings made in programs such as Vectorworks, 
Autocad, Adobe Illustrator and so on. 

The best file formats are: VWX, DWG, DXF, Ai
To avoid compatibility problems send files in an older format (2009)

Please note the following:

. Always draw at 1:1 scale in mm

. Always include a 100x100mm square labelled 
  “100x100mm Scale check” 
. Always keep different tasks in their own individual layer 
  and colour.

Basic types of cut:

. Standard Cut - The CNC Cutter runs around the shape cutting to a 
specific depth. The cutter will follow the outside of outside lines and inside 
interior lines (see image group 1). eg cut through.

. Rebate Cut - Also known as FILL cuts, The CNC machine will carve 
away the area within the lines down to a specified depth 
(see image 1). eg FILL 3mm deep.

. Holes - Circles centered at the required position, drawn at the required 
diameter with the required depth of cut (see image group 1). 
eg Hole 10mm deep.

. On-Line - This is commonly used for a V-Cutter groove or line. The cutting 
tool will be aligned on the center of the line 
(see image group 1). eg online V 2mm deep

Lines types can be labelled on layers in the drawing file 
or if you prefer they can be shown on a separate colour 
coded PDF guide.

Basic Terms + Drawing Setup.

Image group 1 - Example Layout, Layer naming and Colour Coding
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Here you will find image group 2 showing what the 
finished piece will resemble. Note in the line drawings in 
image group 1, the internal corners are straight perfect 
corners but the finished piece has a radius to the internal 
corners.

The cutting flute on a CNC machine is cylindrical and 
because of this all internal corners will have a radius just 
as the cutting flute. 

Where parts are intended to join to others this will 
prevent a clean join and so a corner fillet is necessary 
(see image group 3). 

Fillets allows for a tighter corner fit so that parts come 
together fully. You must let us know if you require corner 
fillets and where, otherwise we will assume none are 
needed.

Things To Consider.

Image group 2 - Finished piece
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CNC machines use round cutting pieces spinning at a 
very high velocity. There are minimum distances between 
components and tool paths that must be respected for 
various reasons.

As a rule of thumb we always allow for 7mm between 
components or within a component. This is necessary 
because the cutting piece has a diameter of 6mm and 
this allows for waste material to evacuate. 

This tolerance prevents a buildup of excess heat and 
ultimately prevents a machine fire. 

In some cases, we can use a 3mm cutting flute but only 
when necessary and when possible. 

Please remember if you have any doubts feel free to call and ask questions, 

we will be happy to help. We also offer a full design / drawing service. 

Our contact details are on the following page for your convenience.

Things To Consider.

Image group 3 - Corner radius and fillets for joining.



Arqi-Lab

www.arqi-lab.com | lab@arqiatelier.com | +447704956621

Contact us for further assistance and design 
services


